Review of
Pilatus PC-21 v1.1
Created by Iris Simulations

The Pilatus PC-21 is a twin seated, low winged, single engine, turboprop and advanced trainer
aircraft built by Pilatus Aircraft since the early years of the 21st century. The PC-21 is the successor
of the elder PC-7 trainer aircraft and features a completely new aircraft design.
The two seats are arranged as a tandem seating, the canopy is made by bird strike resistant glass
with a 360 degrees view, the old analogue cockpit has now entered the 21st century and now
features a complete and fully working glass cockpit with 3 large color LCD displays (liquid crystal
displays), a HUD (head-up display), a HOTAS configuration (hands on throttle and stick) and a
Zero-zero ejection seats for both front and rear seat.
The Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-68B Turboprop engine provides 1,200kW of thrust and
enables the PC-21 to easily reach its maximum indicated airspeed of 370 knots (685 km/h) and
make aggressive climbs with a climb rate of 4,000 feet/min and even more.

Specs:








Produced by Pilatus Aircraft
First flight 1 July 2002
Introduction April 2008
Role Basic & Advanced Trainer Aircraft
Status In Service
Built +50
Primary users
o Swiss Air Force
o Republic of Singapore Air Force
o United Arab Emirates Air Force

I got this add-on aircraft through FSPilotShop and the download went quickly, easily and without
any problems. The connection to the download server is good, so the download of the PC-21's
200Mb file, did not take much more than about a minute or so in total.

The installation also went perfectly and completely without any issues. I just activated the
installation wizard and within 30 second the installation wizard had completed the whole
installation process with success.
Before activating the installation wizard I opened the included "Read Me First" pdf that features a
guide to uninstall the previous version v1.0 before installing the v1.1 version. This is a nice and quite
important information for the flight simmer that already had the V1.0 installed, but since I only
have the v1.1 version I didn't have to go through it.
After the installation had completed I searched the FSX folders for the IRIS folder and found it
perfectly placed in the root menu of FSX. In this folder I found an extra installation wizard for
installing optimized gauges for the PC-21 - this installer is named Performance Gauge Installer. I of
course also ran this installer which I guess will equip the PC-21 virtual cockpit with better or a
higher quality for the 3D gauges.
Included in the IRIS folder I also found 5 different pdf files that contains various information such
as a comprehensive check list, performance charts, a pilot handbook, a manual of the integrated
avionics and a TACAN supplement. In total 262 pages of very important information if you as a
simmer want the complete experience of this aircraft.

I now opened up FSX and went directly into my virtual hangar - here I found the PC-21 together
with my IRIS A-10A Warthog. When installing IRIS aircrafts they quite often are not placed in a
unique IRIS folder, but in several specific IRIS folders, and the PC-21 uses the same folder as the A10A Warthog.
I quickly saw that I had two models, 1x PC-21 and 1x PC-21 DISP which is the model used by the
display teams as e.g. Patrouille Swiss etc. The DISP model has two liveries that features smoke pods
under the wings, and the PC-21 has 8 liveries that features e.g. wing fuel pods. Please note that this
review is regarding the v1.1 and therefore does not feature the additional liveries that are included
in the v1.2.
Just an additional information, then included in this add-on product is also a paint kit in PSD
format, this for the specialized flight simmer that enjoys the thrill of creating own liveries - this is
of course possible and I find that to be a superb additional quality of this add-on package.
I started my test with an external walk around the aircraft. The model is very detailed, accurate and
true to the real PC-21 and is covered with high quality textures of 4096 x 4096. Specific details as
e.g. the exhaustion pipes on each side of the nose - these pipes are in real life pointing backwards a
bit uneven from each other and this detail is also created in this model.

Other specific PC-21 details created are the wingtips that are bending upwards creating a barrier
for the air trying to go from below the wingtip to above the wingtip, the five bladed propeller and
the unique airframe design.
The model features various animations as canopy and step animation, gear, gear suspension,
rotating wheels, turning nose wheel, propeller, control surfaces, speed brake, flaps etc which are all
very nicely animated - however the pilots are not animated unfortunately. Together with these
animations, the model also features a few effects as the brilliant light effect - The light effect is

superb, it is clear, clean and bright and placed very accurate on the model according to the
schematics that I could find of this aircraft. Furthermore the model features a smoke effect when
powering up the engine and the display model also features a smoke effect from the wing pods.
The model is very accurate and resembles the real PC-21 perfectly. I find the model to be very
realistic and pure eye candy. IRIS Simulations has indeed put in a lot of effort and time in creating a
model to this high level of realism.

After having explored the external part of the aircraft I decided to go inside the cockpit. The
aircraft features no 2D cockpit but instead two very well made virtual cockpits. Both a front seat
virtual cockpit but also an instructor / rear seat virtual cockpit.
The virtual cockpits are created as the external model with a huge number of details, high quality
textures, many various animations, a great depth and a superb clean and very realistic finish. The
atmosphere created in both virtual cockpits is very realisti,c and I again could see that IRIS
simulations really has put in a lot of effort to achieve this level of realism.
The virtual cockpits features animations such as buttons, switches, controls, instruments, canopy
etc and the animations are very well made. The depth is really very realistic and provides a superb
3D experience which is enhanced by the high quality textures and the very clean finish. Indeed very
realistic both the front seat and the rear seat.
One specific animation is the mirrors in both the front and rear seat - here you can actually see
changes in the mirror according to your bank and pitch level, but the reflection is not the correct
image that should be reflected, but a standard reflection image instead. This is of course a very good
detail but not perfect.
In regards to buttons, switches and systems, I found that every button or switch that I activated
was actually animated. This is really awesome and I also discovered that behind the animation of
the switch or button was also an action created. I cannot confirm if every single system is created,
but all the systems etc that I used or tried worked perfectly.
The cockpits features no old analogue instruments but is completely built as a glass cockpit as per
the real PC-21. Both cockpits features 3 large LCD screens where you have your PFD in the middle
and a MFD on both the left and right side. All LCDs can show various screens and is perfectly
integrated with the onboard systems.

To get an overview off all the functions and features that are created and put into these LCDs,
please check out the pdf manuals "Pilot Handbook" and "Integrated Avionics" = 231 pages of
information.
Additional displays as EMD and SFD is of course also included and fully working. Also the PC-21
features a very nice HUD display and a complete and fully integrated CDU. The realism built into
all these displays are extremely high and provides the simmer with a very realistic experience when
navigating through the virtual cockpits.
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Virtual cockpits versus pictures of the real cockpits

Virtual cockpit - various pictures

The sound set used for this model is a good quality turboprop sound set that resembles the real PC21 sound quite well both externally and internally. The sound is clear and clean and I have tested it
in both ordinary stereo, 2,1 stereo including a subwoofer and a full configuration of 7,1 surround
sound. The sound set works perfectly on all selection both internally and externally and adds a
great deal of realism to the model.
When exploring the model I also found several views that can be selected in the top bar menu, and
these are all very nice placed and a lot of fun to use when exploring the aircraft from all view angels.
The flight dynamics I of course cannot confirm if they are 100% realistic or not, since I have not
flown this aircraft myself in real life, however I know that IRIS Simulations has created this models
flight dynamics according to public available documentation and on aircrews feedback.
During my test flights I checked the maximum IAS which is stated to be 370 knots and the model
activated an overspeed warning at 374 knot at 2,500 ft of altitude, so this was quite close to the
described documentation.
I also tried out the stall speed at 2 configurations - one with flaps and gear up and one with full
flaps and gear down. According to the documentation the stall speed with gear and flaps up should
be 92 knots, but when I tried this configuration my stall speed was 110 knots at an altitude of 2,500
feet. The second configuration with full flaps and gear down should according to the
documentation be app. 80 knots equal to -20 km/h below the other configuration. I stalled at 95
knots still at an altitude of 2,500 feet.
I know that the stall speed could vary due to weight as fuel load, arnament or similar and also in
regards to which altitude I would choose for this test. I tested at an altitude of 2,500 feet which I
found to be minimum when trying to stall the aircraft and to be able to safely recover if going into a
spin.
The load out configuration for this test was with two wing pods fully loaded with fuel, this of
course increased the aircrafts total weight and could be the explanation for the increasement that I
had in both stall speed tests. If this is not the case the flight dynamics are a bit off in this regards.
The aircraft is very quick on the ailerons which it also should be, since according to the
documentation the PC-21 should be able to roll 200 degrees per second. This I think is very
realistically created in this model.
I also wanted to check out the service ceiling of the documented 38,000 ft and found that the climb
from 0-30,000 ft when like a charm, but climbing from the 30,000 ft to 38,000 ft was more
demanding since I had to level out several time to gain enough airspeed to continue climbing, but
still keeping the IAS within the overspeed limits at that altitude. However I did reach the 38,000 ft
but it took quite some time. The climb rate documented stated average 4,000 ft/min and that is

very much in accordance with the models up to about 25,000 ft - there after it does decrease rapidly
in my experience, but I think that is very true to the real PC-21s flight dynamics.

One thing that I discovered during my test flights which I am not sure is correct was, that when
flying with full throttle for maybe 10 minutes or more and then wanting to spool the engine down
to idle, the spooling/decrease of rpms came with a delay of several minutes - I mean that after flying
full throttle and bringing the throttle back to idle, the engine still ran with full throttle for about 12 minutes before actually decreasing in rpms.
I know that when flying a turboprop or for that matter a jet, there will be a delay when throttling
up or down, but this delay is normally just a few seconds and not what I experienced. This did
however only occur when flying with max power for about 10 minutes or more, so I had no issues
changing rpms just after take-off or during aerobatics etc.
As mentioned I don't know if this is correct according to the real PC-21, but this was my
experience of this issue.
My conclusion for this add-on aircraft created by the team at IRIS Simulations is, that this add-on
aircraft is very well made, it features a true and very detailed model that is covered with high
quality textures, a huge number of animations both internally and externally, an excellent light
effect, both a virtual front and rear cockpit filled with details, great depth, superb finish, fully
working systems and true cockpit layout.
The models flight dynamics are very accurate and the sound set included is of good quality and very
realistic. All in all my experience of this aircraft was indeed very realistic and the atmosphere
surrounding this modern age aircraft is created perfectly. The aircraft is furthermore very easy on
frame rates, even though it is covered with high quality textures and two virtual cockpits.
I rate this add-on aircraft with 4.5/5 stars and I thank the team at IRIS Simulations for contributing
to the flightsim community with yet another excellent add-on aircraft.
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General characteristics









Crew: Two (student & instructor)
Length: 11.233 m (36 ft 11 in)
Wingspan: 9.108 m (29 ft 11 in)
Height: 3.749 m (12 ft 4 in)
Wing area: 15.221 m² (163.848 ft²)
Empty weight: 2,270 kg (5,005 lb)
MTOW: 3,100 kg (aerobatic) / 4,250 kg (utility) (6,834 lb (aerobatic) / 9,370 lb (utility))
Power plant: 1 × Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-68B Turboprop engine, 1,200 kW (1,600
shp)

Performance








Maximum speed: 685 km/h (370 knots, 428 mph)
Stall speed: 170 km/h (92 knots, 106.25 mph) gear and flaps up (20 km/h less with flaps and
gear down)
Range: 1,333 km (720 nm, 828 miles)
Service ceiling: 11,580 m (38,000 ft)
Rate of climb: 1,219 m/min (4,000 ft/min)
Wing loading: 208 kg/m² (42.7 lb/ft²)
Power/mass: 0.39 kW/kg (0.23 hp/lb)

